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Results: Spatial variations of b-value

• Analyzing earthquake clusters offers insight
into seismic hazards of different geological and
tectonic settings.
• Unsupervised clustering algorithms provide
more objective clustering more efficiently than
clustering done by human experts.
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• Improve spatial clustering of earthquakes by
adding earthquake-fault distance constraints
to a classical K-means algorithm.
• Analyze and evaluate spatial and temporal
variations of the b-value of the earthquake
clusters derived from the modified algorithm.

Methods
• K-means: widely used in earthquake clustering
and seismic hazard analysis5

Results: Temporal variations of b-value

𝑆= 𝑠
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• Gutenberg-Richter Law:
log 𝑁 = 𝑎 − 𝑏𝑀
• N: earthquakes above magnitude M
• a, b: constants
• b-value: the value of b in the G-R Law, roughly
the ratio of small to large earthquakes
• Magnitude of completeness (Mc): minimum
magnitude where all earthquakes are detected
by the local seismic network, estimated using
the entire magnitude range (EMR) method2
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Classical K-means: S = 0.590373
Modified K-means: S = 0.609577

Classical K-means: S = 0.561586
Modified K-means: S = 0.572697
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• Notable spatial correlation with model crustal dilatation (extension or
compression) and isostatic gravity (crustal density influence on gravity)
• Higher b-values in regions of crustal extension and in basin edges

Methods, cont.
• Added earthquake-fault distance constraints
for major faults in Southern California (e.g. San
Andreas, San Jacinto, Elsinore) to K-means.
• Computed silhouette scores for combinations
of faults and weights to find the best one.
• Derived a maximum likelihood estimate of the
• b-value from the G-R Law:
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Conclusions
• The modified K-means algorithm produced
better spatial clustering of earthquakes.
• The spatial and temporal b-value analysis of
earthquake clusters suggests that the physical
properties of the crust control the earthquake
spatial distribution and that the interactions
between different fault systems can affect
the occurrence of large crustal earthquakes.
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• Mc: magnitude of completeness
• M: mean magnitude of events above Mc
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Maps of various
physical properties:
Hauksson (2011)4
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Some distant clusters have
similar time series: suggests
interactions and distant stress
transfer between faults

Entire Study Region
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Data Set
• 2008–2017
• 900,000
earthquake
locations
• Silhouette score (S): measures how well data
is clustered (averaged over all points i)6
𝑏 − 𝑎
𝑠 =
max(𝑎 , 𝑏 )
separation

Data Set
• July 4, 2016 – July 3, 2019
• 53,000 earthquake locations
• Retrieved from Southern
California Seismic Network
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